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ABSTRACT
We examine two basic sources for implicit relevance feed-
back on the segment level for search personalization: eye
tracking and display time. A controlled study has been con-
ducted where 32 participants had to view documents in front
of an eye tracker, query a search engine, and give explicit
relevance ratings for the results. We examined the perfor-
mance of the basic implicit feedback methods with respect
to improved ranking and compared their performance to a
pseudo relevance feedback baseline on the segment level and
the original ranking of a Web search engine.

Our results show that feedback based on display time
on the segment level is much coarser than feedback from
eye tracking. But surprisingly, for re-ranking and query
expansion it did work as well as eye-tracking-based feed-
back. All behavior-based methods performed significantly
better than our non-behavior-based baseline and especially
improved poor initial rankings of the Web search engine.

The study shows that segment-level display time yields
comparable results as eye-tracking-based feedback. Thus, it
should be considered in future personalization systems as an
inexpensive but precise method for implicit feedback.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval—Relevance Feedback

General Terms
Experimentation, Measurement

Keywords
Personalization, implicit feedback, eye tracking, display time

1. INTRODUCTION
Personalization has quite some history in information re-

trieval research. It aims at incorporating user-specific infor-
mation like context and interaction data and adapting the
search process according to individual user needs and pref-
erences. Yet, this is a very hard problem and it has been
identified as one of the major challenges in information re-
trieval research lately [4].
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The goal of interpreting user interaction data is to in-
fer user-perceived relevance of documents or content. It has
been shown that explicitly asking the user for relevance feed-
back is very useful for individually improving the accuracy of
search [20]. However, asking for explicit relevance feedback
is an additional burden to the user and demands extra cog-
nitive effort. Therefore, automatically inferring relevance by
interpreting user behavior is a highly promising approach.

Until now, research in this area has primarily focused
on user interaction data that is easy to get, i.e., coming
from keyboard and mouse input allowing for measures such
as click-through, display time, scrolling, mouse movements,
etc. (compare [15]). In most cases, these measures have
been used to estimate object-level relevance, thus relevance
for entire documents. Recently, research has been conducted
to shed light on how additional measures like eye movements
[6, 5, 21] or emotions [3] might relate to user intent and user
assessment of individually perceived relevance. Especially
feedback generated from eye tracking can be applied on the
segment level, e.g., for specific passages of a document. This
kind of precise feedback has been proven to be particularly
effective for improving search accuracy [6].

But eye trackers with sufficient precision are too expensive
nowadays so that such feedback data will not be available in
a common workplace in the near future. Scrolling behavior,
however, is simple to observe so that display times of differ-
ent document segments are easy to compute. Inexpensive,
yet accurate feedback from display time would be highly
valuable since it can be simply logged by browser toolbars.

In this paper we examine the relationship between segment-
level display time and segment-level feedback from an eye
tracker in the context of information retrieval tasks. How
do they compare to each other and to a pseudo relevance
feedback baseline on the segment level? How much can they
improve the ranking of a large commercial Web search engine
through re-ranking and query expansion? To answer those
questions after providing some background information, we
first explain the technical basis of the applied implicit feed-
back methods. Then, the study design is described, followed
by a detailed analysis of the results and a conclusion.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A good deal of research has been conducted in the area of

interpreting user interaction data for implicit feedback. In
this section, we will divide the works into those aiming at
object-level feedback and those targeting the segment level.
With reference to Oard & Kim [18] feedback on the object
level means interpreting user interaction data on the level
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of entire documents. Thus, object-level feedback matches
the kind of feedback that is needed in a classical relevance
feedback scenario as per Rocchio [20]. In contrast, segment-
level feedback is more finer grained, for example on the level
of headlines or paragraphs.

2.1 Object-Level Implicit Feedback
Most existing research about implicit relevance feedback

focuses on the object level and is based on mouse- and
keyboard-related interaction data (compare also [15]).

Some of the first research done in the area of implicit feed-
back in information retrieval was that of Morita & Shinoda
[17]. They conducted a study where participants had to pro-
vide explicit relevance feedback for news articles after having
read them. The study focused on the correlation between
reading time and explicit feedback while considering docu-
ment length and additional textual features. They noted
that there is a strong tendency to spend more time on inter-
esting articles rather than on uninteresting ones. This is a
finding which has also been reported in [7] and [8]. Further-
more, Morita & Shinoda found only a very weak correlation
between the lengths of articles and associated reading times,
indicating that most articles are only read in parts, not in
their entirety.

However, Kelly & Belkin [13] tried to reproduce the results
of Morita & Shinoda in a different, more complex informa-
tion retrieval scenario but found no correlations between dis-
play time and explicit relevance feedback for documents. In
a later naturalistic study Kelly & Belkin [14] found again
no general relationship between display time and the users’
explicit ratings of the documents’ usefulness. They rather
observed a high variation of display time with respect to
different users and different tasks.

Later, White & Kelly [22] reported that adjusting display
time thresholds for implicit feedback according to task type
leads to improved retrieval performance. On the contrary,
adjusting the thresholds according to individual users wors-
ened performance. This stands in contrast to findings of
a prior study by Rafter & Smyth [19] who showed for one
specific task type that display time is correlated with user
interest, especially after individually adjusting the measure.

Additional implicit measures have been examined on the
object level as well. On the one hand, it has been found
that good indicators of interest are for example the amount
of scrolling on a page [7], click-through [8, 12], and exit type
for a Web page [8]. On the other hand, mouse movements
and mouse clicks while viewing a document are rather noisy
with regard to user interest [7]. Furthermore, when incor-
porating a variety of different implicit measures at the same
time (page dwell time among them) considerable improve-
ments of search result ranking can be achieved as reported
by Agichtein et al. [1]. Individually personalizing the mea-
sures leads to further improvements as shown by Melucci &
White [16].

2.2 Feedback on the Segment Level
Segment-level feedback is less thoroughly studied than

object-level feedback. However, there certainly are user ac-
tions suggesting that specific document parts are more in-
teresting or relevant than others. This is important to know
especially for longer documents containing multiple topics.
For example, Golovchinsky et al. [9] focused on user-created
annotations on documents such as highlightings, underlin-

ings, circles, and notes in margin. They used this kind of
feedback to infer relevance of document passages. In a doc-
ument search scenario utilizing query expansion, they re-
ported a significant improvement of the annotation-based
feedback technique over explicit relevance feedback on the
document level.

Ahn et al. [2] followed a similar idea but used the concept
of a personal notebook where users could paste text passages
worth remembering. On the basis of the text passages they
built up term-based task profiles which were then used for re-
ranking search result lists. Compared to a baseline ranking
function not considering any feedback, the task-profile-based
ranking performed significantly better.

The previous two approaches both need more or less ex-
plicit and therefore rare user interactions (i.e., annotating,
copying&pasting) to work properly. Buscher et al. [6] only
rely on implicit data and determine which parts of a docu-
ment have been read, skimmed, or skipped by interpreting
eye movements. Read and skimmed parts were taken as
relevant while skipped document parts were ignored. They
report considerable improvements concerning re-ranking of
result lists when including gaze-based feedback on the seg-
ment level compared to relevance feedback on the document
level.

Gyllstrom & Soules [10] follow a similar idea, but consider
all text that has been visible on the screen for building up
term-based task profiles. They use such profiles for task-
based indexing of documents on the desktop and show that
re-finding documents that way is more effective compared
to simple desktop search.

In general, it has been shown that display time as implicit
relevance feedback works relatively well on the object level.
However, there seems to be great variation due to user type
and task type. Further, it has been shown that segment-
level feedback can outperform object-level feedback due to
its higher precision.

3. IMPLICIT FEEDBACK METHODS
In the conducted study we applied two basic input sources

for generating implicit feedback: segment-level display time
based on scrolling behavior and reading detection based on
eye tracking. Furthermore, we wanted to compare such
behavior-based evidence to non behavior-based pseudo rel-
evance feedback from the query itself on the level of para-
graphs. In all cases, the aim was to determine parts of pre-
viously seen documents that are more relevant than others
within the context of the user’s current search session. The
most characteristic terms from those document parts should
then be used for query expansion and re-ranking purposes
within the same search session.

3.1 Segment-Level Display Time
Preprocessing. Display time on the segment level, i.e.,

the duration a passage of a document has been visible on the
screen, can very simply be measured by analyzing scrolling
behavior. We implemented a javascript-based observation
component for a Web browser analyzing every scrolling ac-
tion from the user. The component measured the display
time of every single line of text contained in the document.
After a page view was finished, the display time was coars-
ened to the level of paragraphs by averaging the display
times of the contained lines.
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Method DsplTime(t). We implemented two methods
for extracting terms based on segment-level display time.
The method DsplTime(t) first concatenates all documents
viewed by the user within one search session in their entirety
resulting in one large virtual context document d. Second,
a filtered context document dP is generated containing only
those parts of d that got a display time greater than the
threshold t in seconds (the optimal value for t is derived
in the experiment, see section 5.1). Third, based on the
filtered context document dP , the most characteristic terms
are extracted according to their tf × idf scores1.

Method DsplTimeNeg(t1, t2). This method basically
works in the same way as DsplTime(t), but incorporates neg-
ative feedback while computing term scores in the following
way: It generates the same filtered context document dP as
above based on the time threshold t2 in seconds. Addition-
ally, it creates a filtered context document dN only contain-
ing those parts of d that achieved a display time between
t1 and t2 seconds (for optimal times t1 and t2 see section
5.1). Thus, dN contains text parts that have only shortly
been displayed. The score for a term w is computed based
on formula (1)1.

tf(w, dP )

tf(w, dP ) + tf(w, dN )
× idf(w) (1)

tf(w, dX) corresponds to the term frequency of term w within
document dX . Thus, terms that are very specific for longer
displayed text sections of d tend to get higher scores than
terms that also appear in shortly displayed parts.

3.2 Eye-Tracking-Based Reading Detection
Preprocessing. During reading, eye movements show a

very characteristic pattern composed of fixations and sac-
cades. In short, during fixations the eyes are steadily gazing
at one point; saccades are very fast, ballistic movements
from one fixation to the next. While reading, the major-
ity of saccades go from the left to the right, text line by
text line – a pattern that can be identified as such. Figure
1 shows an example of typical eye movement paths while
reading (circles = fixations, lines = saccades).

We applied an algorithm for reading detection as described
in [5] coupled with an unobtrusive Tobii 1750 desk-mounted
eye tracker and used it to find the lines of text that have
been read by the user according to observed reading pat-
terns. This algorithm provided character-offset-based inter-
vals specifying which text snippets (on the granularity of
single lines of text) have been read by the user (compare
interval offsets noted in Figure 1). The intervals were coars-
ened to the paragraph level as follows: Two intervals were
concatenated and merged into one larger interval if they be-
longed to the same paragraph and were close to each other,
i.e., if they either overlapped, or if not more than 130 char-
acters were in between them. (130 characters corresponded
to approximately one and a half lines of text in our setting.)
Otherwise, the intervals stayed unchanged.

Method EyeTrack(l). Similar to display time, two vir-
tual context documents dP and dN are generated based on
the text parts read by the user. dP contains the contents
of coherently read text parts (as specified by the above-
computed intervals) having a length at least l characters.
Likewise, dN contains only read text parts of a length less

1For the computation of idf values Wikipedia was used as a
document corpus.

Figure 1: Eye movements while reading.

than l characters (for an optimal l see section 5.1). The
most characteristic terms are determined according to for-
mula (1) from above. The basic assumption of this method
is that users stop reading if the information is irrelevant;
otherwise they continue reading. Thus, terms contained in
short coherently read parts of the text tend to get lower
scores than terms in long coherently read parts.

3.3 Query Focus
Pseudo relevance feedback on the segment level is a method

to find relevant document parts without explicitly logging
user behavior. Therefore, it is well-suited as a baseline for
our behavior-based methods.

Method QueryFocus. Similar to the methods above,
a virtual context document d is created by concatenating
all documents viewed by the user within one search session.
Next, d is split into a set of paragraphs. Using Lucene2 in
conjunction with a BM25 ranking function, the user query
is applied to the set of paragraphs resulting in a ranking
score for each paragraph. Out of the entire set, those para-
graphs are selected that achieved a ranking score not worse
than half of the ranking score achieved by the best match-
ing paragraph. The selected paragraphs are merged into one
virtual document dP which forms the basis for tf×idf -based
term extraction, like in the method DsplTime(t) from above.

4. STUDY DESIGN
The main aim of this study was to derive optimal pa-

rameter settings for the implicit feedback methods described
above and to compare their performance with respect to im-
proved ranking of search results in an information retrieval
scenario. The study comprised two independent experimen-
tal sessions with two independent groups of participants. For
both groups the task protocol looked exactly alike, i.e., they
were given an informational task, they had to read through
preselected documents while being eye-tracked, query a Web
search engine, and judge randomized result lists. However,
two different procedures were applied for the two groups:
re-ranking and query expansion. The first experimental ses-
sion (17 participants) was used to derive optimal parame-
ter settings for the implicit feedback methods and to test
re-ranking of search results based on implicit feedback. In
the second experimental session (15 participants), the best
parameter settings were used to test and validate the effec-
tiveness of the feedback methods using query expansion.

4.1 User Tasks
From the participants’ viewpoint the task was as follows

in both experimental sessions:

1. They were given a relatively broad information need.

2. They looked through 4 preselected documents contain-
ing information relevant to their information need.

3. They had to pose 3 different queries according to more
specific (sub)information needs to a search engine.

4. For each query they had to judge all delivered result
entries (up to 20 per query in randomized order).

2http://lucene.apache.org/
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Each participant had to perform those four steps for two
different information needs. We provide more details for all
four steps in the following.

(1) One information need was about the topic perception,
the other one about thermoregulation. In both cases, the
participants were told to put themselves into the position of
a journalist who’s task is to write magazine articles about
each topic. The exact task description for each topic was
printed in an email that contained the 4 preselected docu-
ments as attachments. In both cases we selected the same 4
articles from the German version of Wikipedia about snakes,
bees, dogs, and seals. We modified the articles to be of simi-
lar length (around 4200 words). Each article described many
different aspects of the focused animal species. However, all
of them contained relevant sections concerning both infor-
mation needs.

(2) The participants were told that the 4 email attach-
ments should help them in getting to know the correspond-
ing task topic. They had moderate time pressure, i.e., around
15 minutes, to look through all 4 preselected documents
for each task. This did not allow them to read thoroughly
through the entire articles; they rather had to focus on their
task topic. Only during this phase of the experiment the
eye movements of the participants were recorded and dis-
play time was measured.

(3) After having looked through the 4 preselected docu-
ments, they had to pose three different queries to a search
engine. They had to use a search interface created by us
which looked similar to those of popular Web search en-
gines. One query was to find more information about the
task topic in general. The other two queries were to find
information about specific subtopics. For example concern-
ing the topic perception the two subtopic queries should re-
trieve information about visual and magnetic perception in
particular. The topics for the queries were told orally to the
participants and they were free in formulating them.

(4) For each issued query, the participants had to give
explicit relevance feedback for all returned result entries (up
to 20). We utilized a 6-point feedback scale ranging from
“+++” to “– – –”. The participants were told not just to
look at the document summary on the result list, but to
open and quickly look through each document before giving
their relevance rating. In all cases, the results were presented
in randomized order.

All tasks and preselected documents were in German. The
Web search engine was parameterized to return Web pages
only in German. Before starting the experiment, each par-
ticipant was briefed and the eye tracker was calibrated. Half
of the participants started with the topic perception, the
other half with the topic thermoregulation.

4.2 Two Procedures: Re-Ranking and Query
Expansion

We applied two procedures to test the effectiveness of the
terms extracted by the different feedback methods: On the
one hand, the procedure applied in the first experimental
session comprised re-ranking of search results from the com-
mercial Web search engine Live Search3: A user query from
phase (3) of the task protocol was first submitted to the
search engine whereupon the top X results were re-ranked
based on the terms extracted by the different feedback meth-

3http://www.live.com/

ods. On the other hand, the procedure applied in the sec-
ond experimental session employed query expansion: The
top characteristic terms extracted by the different methods
were first added to the original user query (task phase 3).
Each expanded query was then submitted to Live Search.
However, the task protocol in both experimental sessions
was the same; they looked exactly alike for the participants.

There are mainly two reasons why we chose to examine
the effects using both procedures. First, we conjectured that
the impact of query expansion and re-ranking on the quality
of the search results is different: Re-ranking of a result list
cannot change the absolute quality of it since no new doc-
uments are retrieved. In contrast, submitting an expanded
query to a search engine can lead to a considerable change of
the overall result quality since additional documents might
be retrieved or others might be excluded. Thus, one aim
was to validate our results using two different procedures.

The second reason is related to finding concrete parame-
ters that work well for the different implicit feedback meth-
ods. In this respect, the re-ranking procedure clearly has
the advantage with respect to evaluation that the partici-
pant is needed only one time to provide explicit relevance
feedback for the top X retrieved results per query. Since
the set of documents does not change with re-ranking, an
arbitrary number of re-ranking methods can be evaluated
based on one fully rated result list afterwards. Thus, the re-
ranking procedure lets us evaluate dozens of different term
extraction methods posteriori, i.e., the 4 implicit feedback
methods from above based on a variety of different parame-
ter settings, in order to find the best parameters. This would
not have been possible with the query expansion procedure
because every expanded variant of a user query might pro-
duce a completely different result list for which we might
not have explicit user ratings.

Re-Ranking Procedure. In this procedure, each user
query was first submitted to the Live Search engine using the
corresponding SDK4. The top 20 resulting Web pages were
automatically downloaded and stored locally, either directly
from their Web site or, if that took too long, then from
the Live Search cache. The order of the top 20 results was
randomized before user presentation. After a participant
judged all of the top 20 results, we had everything needed
for posteriori re-ranking:

• the user query,

• the resulting Web documents,

• relevance judgements for those documents, and

• the logged user behavior data concerning eye tracking
and display time on the 4 preselected documents the
participant viewed before issuing the query.

After an experimental run was finished, re-ranking was per-
formed as follows: First, a document index was built for the
top 20 result documents from Live Search using Lucene2.
Second, each implicit feedback method was applied on the
preselected documents providing a list of terms paired with
their achieved scores. Third, since the Lucene framework
allows for weighted query terms, an expanded query was
built by adding the top x extracted terms weighted by their
achieved scores. x was determined based on the user-given
terms so that the expanded query, i.e., user-given plus ex-
pansion terms, had a total number of 19 terms. (This tech-

4http://dev.live.com/livesearch/sdk/
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nique was applied to be comparable to the query expan-
sion procedure below which did not work with more than
19 query terms.) Weights were also added to the original
user query terms so that 40% of the total weight lied on the
user-given terms and 60% on the expansion terms. Fourth,
the weighted expanded query was used by Lucene to re-rank
the top 20 documents from the original Live Search result
list.

Query Expansion Procedure. With this procedure
we aimed at comparing the four implicit feedback meth-
ods from above (i.e., DsplTime, DsplTimeNeg, EyeTrack,
QueryFocus), each with their best parameter setting as de-
termined by the re-ranking procedure. Each user query was
first expanded with the best m terms extracted by the im-
plicit feedback methods and then issued to Live Search via
its SDK. Since Live Search did not support weighted terms
we used the following format for expanded queries:

termU1 ... termUn (termE1 OR ... OR termEm)
Thus, the user-given terms termUi were written as a space-

separated list, whereas the expansion terms termEi were
connected with OR operators. An expanded query had at
most 19 terms, i.e., n + m = 19, because the Live Search
SDK did not support longer queries.

In this way, we got 4 expanded queries according to the
4 applied implicit feedback methods for each original user
query. Each of them as well as the unexpanded user query
yielded a separate result list from the Web search engine.
To avoid a too high burden on the participant, at most 20
results should be presented for acquiring explicit relevance
feedback for each user query. Therefore, the first X results
of each separate result list were included in a merged (dis-
tinct) result list so that the total number of results of the
merged list was ≤ 20. Thus, each merged list contained at
least the first X entries from every result list generated by
the feedback methods (X turned out to be 8.8 during the
experiment, so there was considerable overlap between the
separate result lists). In the end, the order of the results in
the merged result list was randomized before user presenta-
tion. We kept track of the origin of each entry in the merged
list so that we could assign the judgements of entries from
the merged list to entries from the separate lists later on.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the quality of the different result lists and

their rankings, we compute three different well-accepted in-
formation retrieval metrics, each of which focuses on a dif-
ferent aspect of system performance.

• Precision at K. P (K) measures the fraction of rel-
evant documents within the top K results. Since it
needs binary relevance classification, we take all posi-
tive relevance labels in our setting (+++, ++, +) as
positive feedback and all negative labels as negative
feedback. The position of relevant documents within
the top K results does not influence the value of P (K).

• DCG at K. The Discounted Cumulative Gain [11]
DCG(K) is a different measure for the quality of the
top K results which does consider their order. Further-
more, it is not bound to binary relevance judgments
but rewards more relevant results. It is computed as:

DCG(K) =

K∑
j=1

(2r(j) − 1)/log(1 + j) (2)

r(j) corresponds to the relevance score of the jth result
entry. In our case, the ratings +++, ++, + lead to
relevance scores of 3, 2, 1, respectively, whereas all
negative ratings get a relevance score of 0.

• MAP (at K). Mean Average Precision is a single
value metric for a set of result lists. It is computed
as the mean of average precision values for all result
lists in the set. Average precision concerning one re-
sult list is calculated as the mean of the P (K) values
after each relevant document was retrieved. We com-
pute MAP at K by delimitating the considered result
lists to the first K entries, i.e., computing P (i) only
for i ≤ K.

5. RESULTS
Overall, 32 university graduate and undergraduate stu-

dents took part in the study. They were native German
speakers and volunteered based on call for participation notes
in public areas of the university. Each student was rewarded
with 10 Euros for around 1 hour of work.

The first 17 participants took part in the first experimen-
tal session comprising the re-ranking procedure. The re-
maining 15 students were employed for the second session
including the query expansion procedure. Altogether, they
issued 192 user queries and gave relevance ratings for 3497
result list entries.

We report the results in the following way: First, the best
parameter settings for the previously described implicit feed-
back methods are presented and discussed. Second, we an-
alyze the performance of those methods and compare them
to our baselines for both the re-ranking and the query ex-
pansion procedure. Finally, we analyze the reasons for the
differences in performance more closely by directly compar-
ing the document segments used as relevance feedback by
the different feedback methods.

5.1 Evaluating Parameter Settings
Based on the data of the re-ranking procedure, we tested

several parameter settings for the implicit feedback meth-
ods. Table 1 shows MAP and DCG scores at K = 10 after
re-ranking the top 20 search results from the Web search en-
gine by the different feedback methods. The best-performing

Table 1: MAP and DCG at K = 10 for different
methods and parameter settings.

Variant MAP DCG

DsplTime(10 sec) 0.733 9.10
DsplTime(20 sec) 0.745 9.11
DsplTime(30 sec) 0.754 9.25
DsplTime(40 sec) 0.753 9.17
DsplTime(50 sec) 0.741 9.16

DsplTimeNeg(1 sec, 30 sec) 0.769 9.39
DsplTimeNeg(5 sec, 30 sec) 0.744 8.97
DsplTimeNeg(10 sec, 30 sec) 0.736 8.96

EyeTrack(0 chars) 0.747 9.14
EyeTrack(50 chars) 0.749 9.18
EyeTrack(100 chars) 0.733 9.17
EyeTrack(150 chars) 0.736 9.15
EyeTrack(200 chars) 0.734 9.06
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Figure 2: Precision at K with respect to re-ranking.
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Figure 3: DCG at K with respect to re-ranking.

Table 2: MAP and DCG at K = 10 with respect to
re-ranking and query expansion.

Variant

DsplTime(30) 0.754 *q 9.25 *q *o 0.771 *q 8.79 *q *o

DsplTimeNeg(1, 30) 0.769 *q 9.39 *q *o 0.758 8.89 *q *o

EyeTrack(50) 0.749 *q 9.18 *q 0.762 8.58       *o

QueryFocus 0.709 9.06 0.751 8.21
Original 0.729 8.66 0.751 8.05

MAP
Re-Ranking

DCG MAP
Query Expansion

DCG

parameter settings are marked in the table and are further
used in the remainder of this paper.

Discussion. The best working threshold for display time
in order to separate relevant from irrelevant parts of a viewed
document was t = 30 seconds. This is in line with previous
research. For example, White & Kelly [22] reported that a
threshold of t = 29 seconds worked best for documents used
in a comparable task type (at the object level, however).

Concerning the display-time-based method including neg-
ative feedback, i.e., DsplTimeNeg, it seems that the more of
shortly viewed text parts it takes as negative feedback, the
better gets the method. Our initial idea of not including
too shortly viewed text parts for negative feedback was due
to the higher risk for the user of missing an actually rele-
vant passage within those parts: There is a higher chance of
missing a relevant part in a text section the user has seen
for just 2 seconds than in a section the user has seen for
10 seconds. However, as further analysis showed, there was
no participant that completely missed reading any relevant
part. Thus it was best to consider all parts of the docu-
ments as irrelevant that have been displayed for less than 30
seconds. Yet, this might not hold in real-world scenarios.

The EyeTrack method tends to work best with a threshold

precision diagram for poor queries (original MAP <= 0.7)
concerning re‐ranking
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Figure 5: Precision for highly performing queries
(original MAP > 0.7) with respect to re-ranking.

Table 3: MAP and DCG with respect to queries
with poor and high original performance.

Variant

DsplTime(30) 0.63 *o 6.48 *o 0.83 10.90
DsplTimeNeg(1, 30) 0.65 *o 7.11 *o 0.84 10.74
EyeTrack(50) 0.63 *o 6.63 *o 0.82 10.69
QueryFocus 0.62 *o 6.80 *o 0.76 *o 10.40
Original 0.50 5.18 0.86 10.73

MAP of original ranking
> 0.7

MAP DCG MAP DCG
<= 0.7

of l = 50 characters. According to our initial assumption it
seems to be an indicator of irrelevance if the user starts
reading but stops within the first few words. (The content
in these brackets is 50 characters long).

5.2 Comparison of Method Performance
All three methods based on user behavior, i.e., based on

display time and eye tracking, perform considerably better
than our QueryFocus baseline and could also improve the
original ranking from the Web search engine. Figures 2 and
3 show precision and DCG diagrams at different recall levels
K for the re-ranking procedure. Table 2 shows MAP and
DCG scores at K = 10 for all methods, both for the re-
ranking and for the query expansion procedure. Asterisks
mark significance at the 0.05 level of the differences with
respect to the QueryFocus baseline (*q) and the Original
ranking of the user query from Live Search (*o). Signif-
icance was determined by a two-sided paired student’s t-
test. Differences between the behavior-based methods were
not significant.

Concerning MAP, none of the behavior-based methods
was significantly better than the original ranking generated
by the Web search engine. Thus, to further explore the ef-
fect of our segment-level feedback methods on the original
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ranking, we divided the user queries in two groups: poorly
performing queries, i.e., user queries achieving a MAP of
≤ 0.7 in the original ranking from the Web search engine,
and highly performing queries (MAP > 0.7). The appropri-
ate precision diagrams are shown in Figures 4 and 5. An
overview of the MAP and DCG scores at K = 10 is given in
Table 3 with respect to re-ranking (incorporating 38 poorly
and 64 highly performing queries). As before, an asterisk
(*o) marks significance of the differences with respect to the
original ranking from the Web search engine.

Discussion. Overall, the highest gains were achieved by
the method DsplTimeNeg, i.e., 8.5% in MAP over the Query-
Focus baseline using the re-ranking procedure and 10.5%
in DCG over the original ranking using the query expan-
sion procedure (both significant). When splitting the user
queries in those with poor and those with high performance
with respect to the original ranking from the Web search
engine, the gains with respect to poor queries increase up to
31% for MAP and up to 37% for DCG at 10. With respect
to well performing queries, the behavior-based methods do
not seem to worsen the original ranking too much (no sig-
nificant difference). However, the QueryFocus method does
significantly decrease performance by 12%.

The last findings are somewhat in line with previous re-
search by Agichtein et al. [1] who reported that incorporat-
ing implicit feedback is especially improving performance for
poor queries while hurting queries with high original perfor-
mance. However, in parts our results stand in contrast since
we could not detect any significant impairment for originally
highly performing queries when applying the best working
behavior-based methods.

In general, display-time-based methods seem to work equal-
ly well as the eye-tracking-based one. This is surprising since
the latter method uses much more precise feedback about
which parts of viewed documents have been relevant to the
user. It rather seems that a little more context as used by
the display-time-based methods does not hurt performance.
Using non relevant parts of viewed documents as negative
feedback can further improve performance as demonstrated
by the DsplTimeNeg method.

5.3 Comparison of Feedback Segments
All of our used implicit feedback methods focus on cer-

tain segments of the viewed documents. In order to un-
derstand their different performances noted above concern-
ing re-ranking and query expansion we further analyzed the
specific document parts they focused on for generating feed-
back.

Figure 6 depicts the segments focused by the different
methods for one of the four viewed preselected documents
used in the task about thermoregulation. On the left, a
small thumbnail of the full document is shown. The dot-
ted rectangle at the top illustrates the size of the browser
viewport. The solid rectangle towards the end of the docu-
ment marks the only directly relevant segment with respect
to the task in which is was used. The reading and view-
ing behavior of three typical participants is shown on the
right. The first column “e” in each box marks the parts
of the document that have been detected as read and thus
that were applied as implicit feedback by the EyeTrack(50)
method. Column“d”displays the feedback segments used by
the method DsplTime(30). Column “t” represents the dis-
play times in continuous format, i.e., not applying a thresh-

Participant 1
2nd view

Participant 2
1st view

Document
Participant 3
1st view

e: method EyeTrack(50)
d: method DsplTime(30)
t: measured display time

Legend

t: measured display time

e d t e d t e d t

Figure 6: Example illustration of feedback segments.

Table 4: Overlapping between segments used by the
different feedback methods.

w(e∩d) / w(e) = 81% w(r∩e) / w(r) = 86%
w(e∩d) / w(d) = 55% w(r∩d) / w(r) = 96%
w(r∩e) / w(e) = 69% w(r∩f) / w(r) = 15%
w(r∩d) / w(d) = 52% w(r∩f) / w(f) = 23%

Legend                        
e: EyeTrack(50)       
d: DsplTime(30)     
f:  QueryFocus         
r:  relevant

old of 30 seconds. Participant 1 did already look through the
document before because perception was her first task topic
while thermoregulation was her second (remember that both
tasks came with the same set of preselected documents); par-
ticipants 2 and 3 were first-time-viewers of the document.
Accordingly, participant 1 views the document in a more
goal-directed way whereas participants 2 and 3 are more in-
volved looking through different sections.

Table 4 presents a more in-depth quantification of the
overlapping between segments used by the different feed-
back methods. Here, “e”, “d”, and “f” stand for sets of doc-
ument segments used as implicit feedback by the methods
EyeTrack(50), DsplTime(30), and QueryFocus, respectively.
“r” represents the set of segments that have been marked as
being directly relevant to the task by the conductor of the
study. The function w(.) returns the number of words in a
given set of segments. For example, the two entries in the
upper left of Table 4 state that 81% of the document seg-
ments used as feedback by the method EyeTrack(50) were
also used by the method DsplTime(30). However, only 55%
of the feedback parts used by DsplTime(30) were also used
by EyeTrack(50).

Discussion. The comparison of segments used for ex-
tracting characteristic terms by the different feedback meth-
ods provides some insights into why the methods perform as
shown in the previous section. The segments focused by the
QueryFocus method did not have a high overlap with the
relevant sections in the document: on average only 15% of
the relevant text was focused by that method, while only
23% of the focused text was relevant. The respective over-
lap concerning the behavior-based methods is considerably
higher, which explains their improved performance with re-
spect to re-ranking and query expansion. Comparing the
methods DsplTime(30) and EyeTrack(50) the results show
that the latter is more focused on the relevant parts of the
document while the former is generally broader and uses
larger text segments as basis for term extraction. However,
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it is not the case that method DsplTime(30) completely in-
corporates all parts used by EyeTrack(50). Yet, we believe
that display time might be a well-working replacement for
eye-tracking-based evidence, especially when creating more
sophisticated display-time-based feedback mechanisms than
used in this study. In general, the experiment shows that
using rather coarse display time instead of fine-grained gaze-
based feedback apparently but surprisingly does not hurt
retrieval performance.

6. CONCLUSION
The results of this study show that segment-level display

time can be as valuable as eye-tracking-based feedback, both
concerning re-ranking of search results and query expansion.
All implicit feedback methods based on display time and
eye tracking data significantly outperform a baseline uti-
lizing the user query for pseudo relevance feedback on the
paragraph level. Precision can further be improved when
interpreting document parts that were viewed very quickly
by the user as negative feedback.

With respect to the original ranking from a major Web
search engine, the best implicit feedback method achieved
gains in MAP of up to 31% for initially poorly perform-
ing user queries. Popular commercial Web search engines
can be assumed to be highly specialized for certain kinds
queries containing numerous heuristics for their optimiza-
tion, so that it is important not to worsen performance for
initially highly performing queries. Nevertheless, for those
highly performing queries, we could not detect any signifi-
cant general impairment when applying implicit feedback.

As our more in-depth analysis shows, feedback based on
display time is coarser than feedback based on eye tracking,
meaning that the former method interprets more document
segments as positive feedback than what the user has actu-
ally read. However surprisingly, this does not hurt perfor-
mance with respect to re-ranking or query expansion.

Of course it has to be born in mind that we examined
segment-level display time in a very controlled laboratory
study for one specific task type. In real-world scenarios
it can be assumed that there will be much more noise in
the data, for example originating from time periods during
which the user is not looking at the screen at all. Thus, it
should be ensured that display time is only measured when
the user is looking at the document. In this respect, inexpen-
sive face detection by a Web cam might be a very promising
addition in order to accurately record and interpret display
time in real-world settings.
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